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ABSTRACT

A combination of a single mode AIGaAs laser diode and a broadb:md LED was used in a Michelson interferometer to provide

reference signals in a Fourier transform spectrometer, the Composite Infrared Spectrometer, on the Cassini mission to Saturn.

The narrowband light from the laser produced continuous fringes throughout the travel of the interferometer, which were used

to control the velocity of the scan mechanism and to trigger data s,'unpling. Tile broadblmd light from the LED produced a

burst of fringes at zero path difference, which was used as a fixed position reference. The system, including the sources, the
interferometer, and the detectors, was designed to work both at room temperature and at the instrument operating temperature

of 170 Kelvin. One major challenge that was overcome wits preservation, from room temperature to 170 K, of alignment

sufficient for high modulation of fringes from the broadband source. Another was the shift of the source spectra atxmt 30 nm

toward shorter wavelengths upon cooldown.
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Composite Infrared Spectrometer _'2 (CIRS) for the Cassini mission to Saturn is a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer

that contains three Michelson-type interferometers. One is used fi_r spectr:d measurements in the mid-infrared (MIR) b,'md of

7 to 17 I.tm; another is used in file far-infr_ed (FIR) bimd of 17 to 1000 _m. The moving elements of these two
interferometers are mounted on a COllllnon scan lnechculism 3.

The third intefferometer, cidled the reference interferometer (RI), is the subject of this paper. In a Fourier tr,'msform

spectrometer, it is essential to have precise knowledge of the position of the moving element as it moves. In CIRS, file

reference interferometer provides this inlk_rmation. It is also a Michelson-type interfemmeter, with one of its arms terminated

on the same scan mechanism as the MIR and FIR interferometers. The signals produced by the RI are used in two ways: as

feedback to the circuits that control motion of the scan mechanism, and as a trigger signal fi_r the sampling of data from the
detectors in the MIR and FIR interferometers.

2. DESIGN OVERVIEW

The RI is a Michelson interferometer with cube-corner reu'oret]ectors at the ends of its :u'ms. (See Figure 1). Two light

sources, a single-frequency laser diode and a widc-spccuum LED, emit light into the RI. Their outputs are combined with a

polarizing be,'u-nsplitter and collimated, _md a qum'ter-wave plate is used for isolation.

The collimated beiuns ,are sent into the interfemmeter, where they m'e split by a nonlx_l:uizing be:unsplitter. Both :u'ms are

terminated by retroreflectors; the moving retrorellector is actu:dly the centr:d portion of the eletneut that is used in the MIR

interferometer. The other retrorellector is fixed to the optical bench.

The output be,was from the interferometer are split, filtered, and f_x:used tmto pinholes to scp:wate the laser light from the

LED light. Behind each pinhole is a photc_lctector.
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Figure 1. CIRS reference interferometer functional diagr_un.

The signal from the "fringe" detector, which is produced by the laser light, consists of a sinusoid of constant _unplitude,

which goes through one cycle as d_e scan meclmnism moves h_df the w:tvelength of the laser light. The reference
interferometer electronics (R/E) detects the positive and negative zero-crt_ssings of this signal and converts them to a digit,'d

pulse train. The scan mech,Snism electronics lock this pulse tr;fin to a fixed frequency, causing the sc,'m mech,'mism to move

at a constant speed.

The signal from the "white light" detector consists of a flat line most of the time, with a burst occurring ,q.s the R[ passes

through zero path difference (ZPD). The but'st consists of about 12 sinusokl,d cycles under a roughly Gaussian envelope.

The period of the sinusoid is half the mean wavelengdl of the LED, and the highest peak is at ZPD. When the RIE detect.,,

the highest peak, it begins to send the fringe pulse uain to the front end electronics, where it is used to trigger s_unpling of

dam from the scientific focal planes.

3. SOURCES

In the previous instrument.s 4'_'6 h_r long-term space missions, on which the original design for CIRS was based, neon gas

discharge lamps were used as reference sources. The uco_ spectrum contztins zt few discrete, e_t,41y separable lines, ,'my oqe of
which can be used to create a continuous series of fringes over a few millimeters of pafl_ length difference. It zdso contains :t

broadband "continuutn" that c,'m be used to create "white light" fringes.



In a. few otIier spaceborn¢ [:ouricr Iransf_._rn_inslruiucHIs, in which pov,,'cr and thermal dissipation were lc:,,sof an issue than m

CIRS, lleNc gas lasers were used :is r¢ler¢llCe SoUICCS. [11 lllOst pl:umcd tuttirc ilISU'UlIICIIIS, diode or solid-slate lasers are used

(in some c:cses, :ix a result of the work rcp_wtcd here). A review of past :and pl;.uulcd spaceborHe l-otH-icr Ii:tnstotlll

spectrometers has been published by f'crsky 7.

During the development of CIRS, it w_u,_discovered that neon l:unps wear m_t up to tim incre:cscd dora:rods presented by CIRS.

Problems were encountered in sevend area.s: lifetime verification, signal sueugtil, ;.rod behavior of the lamps at cryogenic

temperatures.

The nomin_d lifetimes of commercially-available neon indic:ttor lzunps, p:u'ticukuly when operated at DC, were sig,fificantly

less that the minimum requirement of 26,000 hours for CIRS. Therefore. in the b_t,_eline design, two l,unps were provided.

The l,'unps would be run at a reduced current in order to extend their lifetime. A series of tests was conducted on sevend l,'unp

models to verity the relation between drive current and lifetime, and to verify by accelerated test that tim kunps would meet the

required lifetime. The test failed to verify the relation between current arid lifetime given in the m:mufacturers' data sheets; in

fact it did not yield any usable relation. Therefore, since tim duration of tim test was only slightly more than 1000 hours, it

was inconclusive with respect to overall the lifetime require,nent.

The issue of signal strength was more immediately apparent. The light emission from the neon lamps was spread through a

glow discharge region approximately llrun x 1 ,ran. Using a field of view of 330 Jam on the l_unp, it was possible to get an

adequate signal-to-noise ratio in fringe channel over the entire range of travel when the interferometer was perfectly aligned.
With the same field of view, it was also possible to get zm adequate signal-to-noise ratio in the white-light channel at ZPD

under the same conditions. However, sensitivity of signal modulation to miszdignment increases as the field of view is

enlarged. 8'9 When the interferometer was c_x)led t'ronl room temperature to its required operating temperature of 170 K, it

suffered sufficient misalignment timt the resulting signals were useless. While the optical lxIwer incident on the detectors

decreased only slightly, fringe m{xlulation degraded so badly that the f,'inge pattern was often lost ill tile detector noise.

An even more serious problem also occurred with the tr_msitiot_ to cryogenic temperatures. This Was the tendency of the

plasma discharge within the l,-unps to move gcs a function of temperature, and eventu_dly to become unstable. "Flickerirtg",

that is, rapid modon of tim dischage between two positions, occurred in al,nost every l,-unp below about 220 K. While the
spatially integrated output of the lamp remained relatively constant, die siguzd from a detector looking at a fixed field of view

showed very large jumps ,as the discharge switched lX)sition. Fringe zuld white light signals produced under these conditions

were not usable, even it their signzd-to-noise ratios were otherwise acceptable.

As a result of these problems and uncertainties, the netm l_unp design was abandoned in hwor of a semiconductor diode light
source. This source consisted of a laser diode and a LED, combined optically. Both devices emitted far more light than the

neon lamp from a smaller emitting ,area. This allowed a very strong signal to be collected from a much sm:dler field of view,

reducing the sensitivity to a,ligmnent. In addition, both had proven lifetimes, m_d we were able to show that they had tit)

objectionable behavior at 170 K.

The laser chosen for this instrument is a modified versitm of tim SDL 5601 t''. It is mounted to an aluminum structure with a

thin Delrin bushing to provide eleclaical insulation. A single-frequency Fabry-Perot lau,_erdiode, it emits at about 810 um at

room temperature mid 783 mn at 170 K. Highly line_u'ly pol:u'ized light is emitted from an m'ea apprt_ximately Ix3/.tin into a

cone approximately 10 ° x 30 °. Each device has two emittiug _ucas. spaced about 14 btm apzul, that c,tu be controlled
independently. Between mode hops, the laser exhibits a temperature ct)eflicient t)f 0.08 nm/K. Since the laser wavelength

stability requirement is 1 p:u-t in 10s over ,t 2-minute time interval, it is necess:u'y to stabilize the temperature to prevent
excursions of more tham 0.01 K in that time. The structure in which the R I is mounted is conta'olled to _+0. l"C in 24 hours,

and its thermal inertia is sufficient to prevent exu'emely rapid temperature cha£tgcs.

The LED that is used at,_a "white light" source is the ()pto-L)i_.le ()l)S,_{) L'. [.ight is emitted tr{)m the edges of the diode into

a well in the bottom of tim c:csc: it is the diffuse surl:tcc of the well that _,c,vcs :is the eftectivc light source for the

interfemmeter. At room temperature, it emits i,t :m apf)roxiuuttcly S{) tun wide I_:tndwidth centered :utmud St)0 nm. At 170

K, the b,'mdwidth narrows somewhat, and the Iot:d p_)wcr apptoximattcly dt)ublcs lot at given dlive current (see Figure 2).
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Figure 1. CIRS reference interferometer functional diagrmn.

The signal from the "fringe" detector, which is produced by the ta.,_er light, consists of a sinusoid of constant amplitude,

which goes through one cycle as the scan mechanism moves h:df the wavelength of file laser light. The reference

interferometer electronics (R/E) detects the positive and negative zero-crossings of this signal and converts them to a digital

pulse train. The scan mechanism electronics lock this pulse train to a taxed frequency, causing the scan mechanism to move

at a constant speed.

The signal from the "white light" detector consists of a tilt line most tff the time, with a burst occurring as the RI passes

through zero path difference (ZPD). The burst consists of about 12 sii_u.,,t)id:d cycles under a roughly Gaussian envelope.

The period of the sinusoid is h,'df the mean wavelength of the LED, aud the highest peak is at ZPD. When the RIE detects

the highest peak, it begins to send the fringe pulse train to file front etld electronics, where it is used to trigger sampling of

data from the scientific hx:al planes.

3. SOURCES

In the previous instruments 4'_'6 for long-term space missious, oil which the original dcsigll for CIRS was bzt,ced, neon gas

discharge Lamps were used as reference sources. The t_con spccuum C_ml;dtls zt few discrete, ea.sily separable lines, any one of
which can be used to create a continuous series of lringcs over :t few millimeters of p:td_ lengdl difference. It also cont:dus a

broadband "continutun" that c:m be used to create "white light" limgcs.



In,1fewotherspaceboruel:t>uricrtransforminstrumct_ts,inwhichpower and thcrnud dissipatitm were less of an issue than in

CIRS, l[eNe gas lasers were used :L'+reference sources. In mo.q pl;umcd future inslJ+u/rlenls, diode or solid-state [`a'qel_ are used
(m some c`ases, as a result tel the work reported here). A review ¢+t"past antl pkumcd spacebornc Ft>u,ier transft>nn

spectrometers h;Ls been published by Pcrsky".

During the development of C[RS, it was discovered that neon l:unps were ,lot up to the iucreascd demands presented by ClRS.
Problems were encountered in sever:d areas: lifetime vcrilicatitm, signal suength, and beh,tvk_r of the kunps at cryogenic

temperatures.

The nominal lifetimes of cormnercially-available neon indicator kunps, p:uticulmly when operated at DC, were significantly

less that the minimum requirement of 26,000 hours for CIRS. Thcrefo,'e, in the b`a,;eline design, two lmnps were provided.

The lamps would be run at a reduced current in order to extend their lifetime. A series of tests wa+s conducted on severn l,'unp
models to verify the relation between drive current and lifetime, and to verify by accelerated test that the kunps would meet the

required lifetime. The test tailed to verity the relation between current and lifetune given ill the manufacturers' data sheets; in
fact it did not yield any usable relation. Therefore, since the duration t>f the test was only slightly more thmT 1000 hours, it

was inconclusive with respect to overall the lifetime requirement.

The issue of signal strength was more immediately appm'ent. Tile light emission from the neon I,'unps was spread through a

glow discharge region approximately hmn x 1 ,nan. Using a field of view of 330 gm on the lmnp, it w`as possible to get an

adequate signal-to-noise ratio in fringe channel over the entire nmge of travel when the interferometer was perfectly aligned.
With the same field of view, it was also possible to get an adequate signal-to-noise ratio in tile white-light channel at ZPD

under the same conditions. However, sensitivity of signal modulatitm to misalignment inc'reases as the field of view is

enlargedf1.9 When the intefferometer was ct_}led from mum temperature to its required operating temperature of 170 K, it

suffered sufficient misalignment that the resulting signals were useless. While the optical ix_wer incident on the detectors

decreased only slightly, fringe modulatkm degraded so badly that the tiinge pattern w`as often lost in the detector noise.

An even more serious problem ,also occurred with tile transition to cryogenic temperatures. This was the tendency of the

plasma discharge within the 1,'unps to move ,as a functiou of temperature, and eventu:dly to become unstable. "Flickering",

that is, rapid motion of the discharge between two positions, occurred in ahnost every l_unp below about 220 K. While the

spatially integrated output of the lamp remained relatively constant, the sigmd from a detector looking at a fixed field of view

showed very large jumps as the discharge switched Ix_sition. Fringe and white light signals prcx.luced under these conditions

were not usable, even if their signal-to-noise ratios were otherwise accept:tble.

As a result of these problems and uncertainties, the neon l_unp design was abandoned in favor of a semiconductor diode light
source. This source consisted of a l,aser diode and a LED, combined optically. Both devices emitted far more light than the

neon lamp from a smaller emitting ,area. This allowed a very strong signal to be collected from a much smaller field of view,

reducing the sensitivity to alignment. In addition, both had proven litetimes, and we were able to show that they had no

objectionable behavior at 170 K.

The laser chosen for this instrument is a modified versitm uf the SDL 560 ira. It is muunted to an aluminum structure with a

thin Delrin bushing to provide electrical insulation. A single-frequency Fab,'y-Perot laser diode, it emits at about 810 nm at

rc×_m temperature and 783 mn at 170 K. l+lighly line:u'ly pol:uized light is emitted from an reca approximately I x3 I.tm into a

cone approximately 10" x 30". Each device has two emitting :u'eas, spaced about 14 bttn apm't, that can be controlled

independently. Between mode hops, the laser exhibits a temperature cucfticient t>f 0.08 n,n/K. Sittce the laser wavelength

stability requirement is 1 part in l0 s over a 2-,ninute time interwd, it is necessm'y to sutbilize the temperature to prevent
excursions of more than 0.01 K in that time. The structure in which the RI is mounted ix controlled to + 0. I°C ill 24 hours,

and its thermal inertia is sufficient to prevent extremely rapid temper:tture chtmges.

The LED that is used ,as a "white light" source is the (Jptt>-Diodc ()D881) L_. Light is emitted fi'om the edges of the diode into
a well in the bottom of the c:t,_e; it is the diffuse su,'t',tcc t>t the well th:tt serves as the effective light source for the

i,lterlerometer. At room temperature, it emits in zm approximately 81) nin wide bandwidth centered :uound 890 urn. At 170
K, the bandwidth narrows stmtewhat, and the toltd pt>wcr :,pproxilnatcly dt>ublc.,, l<>ra given drive current (see Figure 2).
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Figure 2. Dependence of source spectra on temperature _md drive current

4. OPTICS

The optics can be divided into three sections: tile source optics, which/brm the beams; the interferometer opOcs, which

modulate the beams; and tl_ receiver optics, which separate the l_t,_er,'rod LED beams and focus them onto their respective
detectors.

The lenses and beam splitters ,and combiners ,are ,all made from two radi:ttion-resistant gla.,_s types: Schott BK7-G25 and LF5-

GI5. The instrument is required to withst,'md up to 100 lcr:ld, mostly from high-energy protons.

4.1. Source optics

The LED is placed with its center on the optical axis ()t" the interfcromctcr. Half of its r,'mdomly-polarized light is transmitted

by the polarizing beam combiner. It is collimated by the 2_ mm loc:d length doublet into a 9 mm di,'uneter bemn, which is
sent into the interferometer.

The difference in power output between the I_L,_erzmd the LED is so large that spectr:d filtering alone would not be sufficient
to separate the two be,'uns at the output of the intert_romctcr. [t_ additi(m, the retrc)rellcctors in the interferometer would send

a large portion of the laser light back to its source, cre:itit_g severe inlst:tbility in the frequency and power output of the laser.

These problems were ,alleviated by putting the LED (}xlaxis zmd the l:L,_er(}tt"axis :rod introducing an input aperture into the

la_r's optical path. (See Figure 3.) The spatial sep;u:ttit)n between the Laser zmd the LED is repeated in the image plane at

the output of the system, so the "white light" delcct()r sccs otdy _;cztttcrcd light t'r(_m the l:_scr. The laser input aperture



reducesthe,'unountt)f l:Lserlightthatenterstileinterfcromcler.Also. it causes :dl t>f file laser light to hit the rctroretlectors
on one side of center. The returned bc:un is on the other side _t" center. :,nd tilerelore inisses tile aperture ;Ind does not hit tile

laser.

laser

\

input apertur e

beam combiner

aluminum mount

The laser iuput aperture :rod the bc:un combiner
mount :u'e made of _dtuninum. They ,are bonded to

tile glass be:.un combiner with RTV566 _:, a

silicone rubber adhesive, alter preparing the

surfaces with SS4155 primer. While the resulting

bond is strong enough to withstand the vibration

of launch, it is still compliant enough to prevent

bre,_age due to differenti_d contraction between the

gklss and aluminum as the instrument is c(_led

from room temperature to 170 K.

While the input aperture effectively prevents the
retmrellectors from causing feedback into the laser,

it does nothing to prevent feedback li'om flat

sm'faces perpendicul,'u" to the be,'un. While

reflections from these surfaces ,are minimized by

:mtirellection coatings, an additional measure of

protection is obtained by using a crystalline quartz

quarter-wave plate after the collimator. The laser is

oriented so that its light is reflected by the

lxllzu'izing be,'un combiner. The quarter-wave plate
has its axis at 45 ° to the polarization of the

incident laser light. Light that is reflected back

from perpendicular surfaces in the interferometer
Figure 3. Laser input optics has its polarization rotated 90 ° ,'-dter the second pass

through the quarter-wave plate. Rather than being reflected back into the laser by the begun combiner, it is transmitted

harmlessly onto the LED.

4.2. Interferometer optics

The laser and LED beams follow a common path through the interferometer. They are split by a nonpolarizing cube

beamsplitter. The reflected beam is returned from the moving retroreflector, zmd the tramsmitted be,'un is rettu-ned from the
fixed retroreflector. The returned beams ,are recombined at the be,'unsplitter, then directed by a fold mirror to the receiver.

Preservation of alignment between the beamsplitter and the two retroreflectors during the transition from room temperature to

170 K is vital to the performance of the interferometer. In a Michelson interfcrometer that uses cube c(irner retroreflectors,

the critical alignment is she,'u" between the two be:uns. This can be affected by tilt of the bc:unsplitter :rod translation of the
cube comers.

The cube beamsplitter was fabricated with a cylindric:d extension on the tacc toward the fold mh-ror. The extension is inserted

in one end of a cylindrical lx_rtion of the interferometer structure, and the fold mh'ror is inserlcd in the other end. (See Figure

4.) RTV 566 is injected through small holes in the aluminum cylinder to hold the optics in place. In e:ulier versions, the

cylinder was a separate piece, bonded with RTV 566 to the rest of the suucture. This :u-,':mgement did not maintain alig_unent

well enough on cooldown. In the flight unit, the entire structure ("intcrfcromcte," housing") shown in Figure 4 is a single

piece of aluminum, which ix lxflted into the CIRS optic:d bench. The source and receiver packages iu'e bolted onto the

interferometer housing.

The moving and fixed retrorellectors ere gl:t,;s hollow cube comers, In:tde at (_oddard Space Flight Ccntcr'" t+. The moving
reflector is sh_ed with the MIR interferometcr _md is mounted on the seam mech,tuism. "L'he MIR i,_terlcromctcr uses the
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outer portion of the reflector, while the RI, which is located in the shadow of tile telescope secondary mirror, uses the central

portion. The fixed reflector is mounted on the optical bench.

The fold mirror was diamol_d-turned at 45 ° to the axis of an aluminum cylinder at Marsh,'dl Space Flight Center, then coated

with gold at Goddard.

4.3. Receiver optics

The receiver consists of two channels. The "fringe" sigmd is detected in one ch:mnel, _md tile "white light" sign,'d is detected

in the other. Light that comes from the interferometer is divided between tile two channels by a neutr,'d beamsplitter, which

reflects 90% of the light into the "white light" channel and trtmsmits 10% into the "li"inge" channel.

In each channel, the desired sign,'d is separated from tile t_ther sigmd, and from stray light, by spectr,'d and spatial filtering. A

28 rrun focal length singlet lens focuses the collimated be:uns,/'t)rming a unit-magtfificatiou image of the sources at its foc,'d

plane. The "fringe" lens is coated with a multi-layer interfcretlce coating that is designed to p:t,_s the l:Lser wavelength but

block the LED spectrum at 170 K. The "white light" tc_cus lens has :t ct_:tting that does the opposite. Because of the close

spacing between the laser ,and LED wavelengths (see Figu,'e 2), it is not possible to design a coating that cle,'mly separates the

two spectra at both room temperature and 170 K, so some cros._t:dk is utmvtfidablc ,'it room temperature.



A 150laindi:unetercircularfieldstopislocatedill thefocalplaneofc:tchlens.The"fringe'"fieldstop,whichisccnleredon
theimageof thelaser,servesmostlytoblockstraylight,siucetileimageof theI_uscrissnutllertluultheaperturedi:uneter.
The"whitelight"fieldstop,whichiscenteredemtheinmgeoftheLED, actually limits tile are:t of the image th;lt is "seen"
by the detector. This is necess_u-y to limit the sensitivity of the sigu:d to she:u'.

Because of the I_u'ge difference in power betwccn the laser and LED, the bh)ckiug performance of the "white light" interference

filter is only g(xxl enough to prevent crosstalk from dm pcriphcral regions of tile laser bezun. [h)wevcr, tile laser and the LED

are offset by more than the field size iu the source plane, st) the direct laser begun is blocked by the field stop in the "white
light" ft_cal plane.

5. DETECTORS

Photodetectors are located directly behind tile lield stops in I'x>th receiver channels. Both detectors ,are EG&G SGD 100 silicon

PIN photodiodes _s. These detectors have 2.5 nun dkuneter active ,areas, so they _u'e oversized with respect to the cone of light

coming through the field stop. This makes them relatively insensitive to alignment.

Each photodiode is followed by a transhnpedance ,'unplifier. The gains of the ,'unplifiers ,are _t to put the oulput signals

between 0 and 10 Volts for the range of optical inputs.

6. PERFORMANCE

Figures 9 through 12 show examples of the ti'inge and white light signals produced by the RI hardw,'u'e after its installation
into the Cassini CIRS instrument. The data for figures 9 ,'rod 10 were measured with the instrument cooled to 170 K in a

thermal vacuum ch,-unber. The data ['or figures 11 ,'rod 12 were measured with the instrument at room temperature in air.

In general, the performance of the interferometer is better at its inteded operating temperature of 170 K than at room

temperature. Reasons for this include greater efficiency of the light sources and better spectr,'d properties of the laser when

cold, and better separation of the channels as the spectra of the light sources shifts to the wavelengths fi_r which the

interference filters were designed.

The greater efficiency of the laser and LED means that a stronger sigmd is obtained for a given drive current. This effect is

most evident in the white light signals. Both sets shown here were measured at the same drive current; the height in the cold
case is twice what it is in the warm case. For the fringe sigmds, this is less evident, because it was necess,'u'y to run tile laser

at different drive currents depending on temperature. Typic:ally, the Iztser drive current is reduced by ai'xmt a factor of 2

between room temperature and 170 K.
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At 170 K, the laser diode opcri, ttes at a sitlglc t tequellcy over a very wide r:lllgc _t d,ivc cu,'lctlts. While the la.,iers used in the

engi,leering m_xlels of tile CIRS RI are alm_st this gt_t)d all t'_om IClll[')t.'l'itltll'C it.'-, well, the b;.tlch flhtt W;.U',;produced liar llight

was found to be single-frequency truly within ;t li:w very tlau-r_w r;.|llges _l th-ivc currctlt. Sit,co the instrumct_t temper:lture ix

not under control at room tempentttuc, the latscr lellds to drift. ('t_tlsequcHIly, it usually fulls ,nulunotle. This produces it

fringe height that varies over the lengtll of the sc:m, due to beatitlg bct,,vecll the two lrctluctlcics. While such behavior would

not be acceptable at the operating tetnpcralure, it is sut'l'icie_t l'_r the opc_atious that :u'c t_cccssau'y at room temperature.

As mentioned before, the sep,'u'atio,l between the laser atLd LED specu'a is about the s_une as their cotmnon shift betwee,i

room temperature and 170 K, so it is not lX_ssible to sepzu'alc them clezmly ,tt both temperatures with a l]xed tilter.

Comparison of the warm and cold white light sigmds shows evidence of this. While the signal away from the white light

fringes shows only noise in the cold case, it clezu'ly shows le:tkagc of the tritlgc signal m the w:trtn case.

The ClRS instrument, including the reference iuted'ertuneter, wa.s launched atbozud tile Cit.ssini spacecr:dt in October, 1997 ,and
is now on its way to Saturn. Telemetry signals have been received from CIRS RI on severad occasio,_s since then, ,and ,all ,are

within their nominal range. All indications ,are that it is working properly, giving the saune performance as before launch.
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